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Who We Are:  

Our First Company Consport International was created to Organize an “Agent Network” to 

scout and transfer young talents worldwide. 

Following that we signed a Joint Venture agreement with the World Organization for 

Peacefor to support Sport and Peace Events and to organize “Legends Football Matches” 

for Humanitarian purposes.  

After a  reengineering of the old structure we created the “SPORT SPORT” Organization 

which aims to recover  real Sport Values for the younger generations. 

We also signed Joint Venture Projects with TJRS of France to organize Football Events 

with Disabled boys and  with “SanSiro Production” to bring itinerant, historical Jerseys 

Museums worldwide. 

In 2017 we started a Joint Venture project with Lin-ing of China for developing a Football 

Manual for ordinary schools in order to start a new Football National Academy supported 

by Government.   

 

There are a few words that can identify SPORT SPORT with its Partners and Customers: 

Culture of Sport   to rediscover the roots of ancient Sport Values. 

Vision   to maintain firm our focus on the real objectives that we want achieve. 

Professionalism  to keep our people and organization always updated in knowledge and 

technologies. 

Commitment  to guarantee success to the Customers that trusted us. 

 

During the last 12 years we have been able to create an Agents and Collaborators Network 

in more than thirty countries worldwide; with their presence, and having as a priority 



respect for other cultures and needs, we have performed international sport joint ventures 

projects with:     

Long term relationships can be built on Step by Step bases only after reaching goals.  

Analysis of Results in order to improve programs and action plans. 

Communication and Flexibility to avoid waste of time and misunderstandings.    

       SERVICES: 

Academies  

SPORT SPORT Soccer Academies help its Customers to recruit and give accommodation 

to young athletes who are willing to undergo an all-around program. 

Only people who aim to compete at the highest level in life and in football can participate. 

Players will learn the real Sport Culture, knowing how to win and how to loose, working 

hard every day. These are the fundamental values of our Academies. 

There are three different training methodologies  that we can be able to support: 

- “Funino” by Hors Wein, caming from his experience with Barcellona F.C. 

- “Technical Guide” fron the Italian Football Federation study  

- “Training and Technic in Football” by Professor D’Ottavio of Tor Vergata University 

 

Camps 

For us Summer and Winter Camps does not only means a good opportunity for young 

players to train and improve technical and tactical football skills through the help of highly 

qualified trainers; for us it is also a fantastic opportunity to share experiences, to learn the 

values of integration, good communication and tolerance in this globalized world.  

Our project “Sport Tourism and Culture” aims to give to the youth sectors of any club in 

any country in the world the most amazing and fulfilling experience for all the boys who 

have a dream and are ready to fight to reach it.      

Humanitarian Matches and Tournaments  

In the last years we have been part of the organization of many international Football 

Matches. Especially the matches for Humanitarian Purposes with the WORLD 

ORGANIZATION FOR PEACE. We count with the support of very famous players “The 

Ambassadors of Peace”, some of them have became “Mentors”   

or Mental Coaches in the Youth Sectors of very important Clubs. 

Regarding Football Tournaments we are in agreement with the French organization TJRS 

in order to organize in different countries the Football Tournament “Handi Supporters” for 

disabled people of any age. 



We are in agreement with the Italian Organization CLUB ITALIA in order to organize the 

most famous tournament for amateur in the world called “Mundialido” that is organized 

since 25 years ago. 

Regarding Futsal Tournaments are able to support the organization of the most important 

event in the world with the presence of the two most important players in the world, 

Ronaldinho and Falcao. 

Sport Products 

We are “Direct Distributors” of sport products that are recognized internationally for 

Quality Reliability and Italian Design : 

ERREA sportswear  www.errea.com 

BARRET SPORT Pitch Products for Training and Logistic www.barretsport.it 

MEDISPORT Medical Sport Products www.medisport.it 

http://www.errea.com/
http://www.barretsport.it/
http://www.medisport.it/


 

Consultancy for Clubs Youth Sectors and Federations  

Most of the requests of our customers are not only to receive specialized Technical or 

Marketing support at international level, very often it is just to integrate the Know How 

among internal sport areas. 

With our project P.H.O.S. we want to give to any Small Club in the world and of course to 

its youth sectors players  a real opportunity to start a professional path and a direct 

connection with the most important Clubs in the world. This project is supported by 

SportSport Agents and Collaborators in more than 30 countries worldwide. 

 

Museums   

Almost every Football event is integrated by the presentation of the “Jerseys Museum” by  

SAN SIRO PRODUCTION and if requested of the “Feet Museum” by MANO ARTIGIANA 

including the Masterpieces of the famous Italian Artist Dante Mortet, who, with his 

handwork has been able to shape in gold the feet of the Fooball Legends like Pelè, 

Ibrahimovic Drogba Zanetti and may other stars; a tangible memory of the greatest 

footballers of all time. 

 

 

 

 


